
Sample
Questionnaire participants Youth exchange (short questionnaire)

Your opinion will help us to make future programmes even better. Please answer honestly - the evaluation will be
anonymous! Fill out this questionnaire allone - after all, you have your own opinion! Thank you very much.

How satisfied were you with...
Here you can give 1 to 10 points to different parts of the exchange: 1= I was not at all satis�ed , 10= I was completely satis�ed

Evaluation  
of International  
Youth Exchanges
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1. Housing
B016

2. Meals
B052

3. Programme
B036

4. Free time
B092

5. Rules
B072

6. Atmosphere
B044

7. Team (= group leaders)
B060

8. Group
B064

9. Overall opinion
B088
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Some thoughts on the exchange
In the following you will �nd statements on different topics. Please tick the box that best shows what you think. The scale
here is "does not appply" / "totally applies".
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10. I have made new friends in this exchange.
T206

11. I have improved my foreign language knowledge.
T264

12. We participants had the chance to design the
programme for the exchange together.

T074

13. I discovered new sides and talents in myself.
T094

14. The team took me seriously.
T184

15. Now I would like to learn the other language(s).
T270

16. I want to learn more about the other
country/countries.

T302

totally 
applies

does  
not apply
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And a few more...
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17. After this experience, I see some of the ways we do
things at home differently.

T310

18. There was a lot of con�ict among the participants.
T218

19. The exchange programme changed my ideas about
the other country/countries.

T284

20. We were able to communicate even without
knowing a foreign language.

T272

21. I learned only very little about the daily life of young
people from the other country/countries.

T286

22. People could speak openly with each other here.
T220

23. I often felt lonesome in the group.
T212

totally 
applies

does  
not apply
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And a few more...
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24. I can recommend such an exchange to my friends.
T426

25. During this exchange, I thought a lot about social
and political issues.

T114

26. Sometime in the future, I would like to be a staff
member in an exchange programme.

T430

27. After this exchange, I could also imagine going to
the other country/ one of the other countries for a
longer period (at least 3 months).

T314

totally 
applies

does  
not apply
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Statements on your stay abroad....
In the following you will �nd statements on your stay abroad. If the exchange programme took place in the country you
come from, just skip them and continue below.

If the exchange programme took place in the country you come from, just skip this question and continue on the next page.

A little information about you...
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28. I got to know the daily life and culture of the region
(for example foods, music, traditions).

T280

29. This is my (�ll in number) ______ stay in this
country.

W200

30. Age (in years)
W202

31. Gender male female

non-binary

W206

32. Present school / profession primary school secondary school (aiming
at basic educational level)

upper secondary education
(aiming at university level)

university

vocational education /
training

employed looking for work

other

W214b

33. I belong to the group from ... Germany France

Poland Ukraine

Greece Israel

other country

W208

34. This is my ______ (number) exchange
programme with young people from other
countries.

W228

35. In what country were you born? France Germany

Greece Israel

Poland Ukraine

other country:

W236

totally 
applies

does  
not apply
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Thank you!
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36. How did you get to know about this exchange
project?

W380

37. Other remarks
W390
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